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Por Corn or Grass Silage, Chopped Hay or Straw

CASE MODEL "J-2" BLOWER
Here is a forage blower that will give you a real

advantage in fast, moderate-cost silo-filling. It's the

heavy duty blower you've been looking for as a

companion machine for your field forage harvester.

With plenty of capacity, it handles green grass

silage, corn silage, sorgo or other ensilage crops.

Ideal for blowing chopped hay or straw in the barn.

Time-Saving Capacity

To hustle silo-filiing, to avoid costly field delays,

this blower is built with ample capacity to handle

each load guickly—to stay ahead of the forage har-

vester. At a filling rate of 30 tons per hour, this

blower, belted to a 3-plow tractor, will fill a 60-foot

silo in short order. Yet the Model "J-2" makes good

use of a 2-plow tractor.

Another time-saving feature is the hinged hopper.

Assisting springs balance the hopper so it can be

easily raised or lowered with one hand. With

hopper raised, loaded wagons drive straight by,

stop in position ready for unloading when hopper

is lowered - saving valuable time.

Wagon unloads from either side of blower— con-

venient for most every silo location. Hopper length

over 9 feet to accommodate standard width wagons.

Hopper width and height designed to accommodate

dump-type wagons and trucks. Side board for

hopper available to keep spillage at a minimum.

Virtually "slug-proof" operation is assured by two

features: conveyor speed

which is variable from 55

to 105 feet per minute, and '^^

feeding beater adjustable 3» 1

to control forage intake. '^^^k i
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Capacity to Handle Forage, opeed Silo Filling

Model "J-2" Specifications

Feeding Conveyor — 2 heavy duty chains carry

steel slats; variable speed drive from 55 to

105 feet per minute; safety throwout clutch in-

cludes adjustment for conveyor speed; adjust-

able beater to control volume intake. Shear pin

protects rake against overload. Hopper made
of heavy gauge steel; length 8 ft. 8 in.; width

25 in.; height 19 in. (with wheels removed);

hopper counterbalanced by springs for fingertip

raising or lowering.

Fan ' Solid disk type, all steel; improved fan blade

design; 42^2 in. diameter. 2^8 in. diameter

shaft; mounted on two heavy duty ball bear-

ings. Fan speed 400 to 900 R.P.M. or faster

depending on pulley size; 12 in. drive pulley

regularly furnished; other sizes available.

Main Frame Welded steel construction; axles,

wheels and drawbar removable.

Overall Dimensions — Width (with rubber tires)

62^2 in.; length (hopper lowered) 15 ft. 3V2 in.;

storage height (with rubber tires) 10 ft. 11 in.;

transport length 9 ft. 7 in.

Blower Pipe -One section telescopic pipe. 7 in.

diameter, flexible joint, 12 in. length.

Extra Equipment 5.00-16 tires with wheels; blower
pipe, 7V2 ft. lengths, 7 in. diameter; distributor

pipe, 4 ft. lengths; flexible elbow (up to 45);
distributor elbow; hopper side board; power
unloading unit for operating unloaders on
wagons or trucks.

SAFE. CONVENIENT OPERATION
This "J-2" Blower is easy to set up at your

barn or silo. Simply remove wheels, axles,

and drawbar, and stake securely to braces

on each side. Delivery pipe easily clamps to

blower stack.

A 2 or 3-plow tractor provides ample power
under most conditions. A solid steel fan wheel,
with six impeller blades, picks up chopped
material as it is fed into center of fan. Blades
instantly lift material up blower stack and
pipe into barn or silo. Safety throw-out clutch

lever, located on top of fan housing, controls

feeder rake. Lever can be reached from either

side of blower.

Power unit can be obtained, at extra cost, for

unloading wagons equipped with sliding end-
gate or apron-type bottoms. Telescoping drive

shaft on power unit can be quickly and easily

hooked up to the sliding shaft which is part of

most wagon unloading mechanisms.

Easily adjusted control lever on power un-

loading unit governs unloading speed. Oper-
ating at speeds from 1 to 7 R.P.M. , power unit

will unload forage with very little hand labor.

For transport or storage, hinged hopper on
blower can be locked in vertical position.

Minimum storage space is required for the

blower.

Shown above, power unloading unit is mounled on right-hand
side of blower. Left side mounting is similar.

Use of hopper side board reduces spillage — saves time while
unloading wagons.



CASE MODEL "J" BLOWER
The Case "J" Forage Blower is a low-cost machine for use on smaller farms where limited forage ton-

nage is handled. As a companion machine to field forage harvesters, this blower handles all types of

field-chopped forage, green or dry. Flared hoppei" reduces spillage as efficient spiral auger steadily

feeds fan. All steel fan is designed for maximum capacity with low power requirements. Ample ca-

pacity avoids delays at the silo.

Capacity and power required depend on type of forage and silo height. Twelve horsepower is sufficient

to operate blower when filling 40 to 45-foot silos. A 2-plow tractor provides ample power for filling

45 to 70-foot silos when feeding is governed accordingly.

Long, low hopper pro-

vides for efficient un-

loading of farm wagons
or dump-type trucks

and wagons. "Uni-flow"
auger delivers steady
flow of chopped materi-

al to fan. Covered dis-

charge end controls vol-

ume to prevent over-

feeding at normal oper-

ating speeds. Handy
lever starts and stops

auger.

MODEL "J
Simple design assures

dependable, power-sav-

ing performance. Roller

chain on fan shaft drives

feeding mechanism. Jaw

clutch on drive shaft

transmits power to bev-

el gears which drive

auger.
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Model ''J" Specifications
Feeder Hopper—All steel; 92 in. long x 32^/4 in. wide.

Distance (in transport position) from ground to top of

feeder hopper, 20 in. Wheels are easily removable to

place hopper closer to ground. Feeding auger diam-

eter 10 in.; anti-friction bearing on outer end of shaft.

Throw-out lever on feeder deck; automatic throw-out

bail in feeder hopper; spring-loaded jump clutch on
drive.

Fan—All steel; 421^2 in. diameter; 6 blades; 2V8 in. diam-

eter shaft; two heavy duty anti-friction bearings. Fan
speed 400 to 900 R.P.M.; 12 in. drive pulley regularly

furnished; other sizes available.

Main Frame—All steel, welded construction; drawbar and
hand tongue welded to main frame.

Overall Dimensions—Length (less drawbar), 116 in.; width,

40V2 in.; height, 64 in.

Blower Pipe—Standard equipment includes one section of

7 in. diameter telescopic blower pipe; one universal- II

joint section with quick-detachable boltless cup flanges
|

for quick, secure set-up, permits considerable^ateral S

movement at upper end of blower pipe. I

Extra Equipment—Blower pipe, IVi ft. sections, 7 in. I

diameter; "goose neck" distributor elbow; distributor |

bucket; distributor pipe (4 foot lengths) articulated
|

elbow (flexible up to 45°). I

Safety Features include a throwout bail which
automatically stops feeding mechanism, should a

foreign object move against the discharge end of

the hopper; when an overload is encountered, a

spring-loaded jump clutch stops feeding auger.

The single roller chain which drives feeding
mechanism is well shielded. Hinged section of fan

housing opens to permit easy access to fan, but

closes in direction of fan rotation and locks secure-

ly to prevent accidents. Universal joint section of

blower pipe just above the fan housing provides
for a quick, secure angular set-up with maximum
safety. Belt completely shielded for operator's

safety. Shield prevents cut material from spilling

on belt.

Gears and jaw clutch operate in an oil bath. Fan
shaft and outer end of feeding auger shaft are car-

ried on sturdy anti-friction bearings. Dependable
oilite bushings are used in qear box. Blower is

carried on two 14-inch ground wheels which pro-

vide easy maneuvering at the silo and easy load-

ing on truck or trailer for transport on the highway.

The J. I. Case Compony reserves the right to make improvements
in design or changes in specifications without incurring the obliga-
tion to install them on units previously sold.


